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Investigation of the resonance properties of the bar piezoelectriс transformer
A.V. Morgun

Measurement of parameters of the piezoceramics, as a rule, occurred and occurs on the basis of use of equivalent schemes. Therefore the problem of reception of analytical expressions for those characteristics piezoelectriс transformer  which are used in experiment, on the basis of the equation of movement of particles of the piezoceramics, the equations piezoeffect and boundary conditions is important. In the given work such formulas for conductivity rod piezoelectriс transformer, which opposite sides the electrode is put only partially are received. Besides, on the basis of the joint decision of the initial equations it was possible to make and realize the scheme of the numerical decision of a problem about resonant properties rod piezoelectriс transformer with cross-section-longitudinal polarization.
By results of the work following conclusions can be made:
In the given work the scheme of a numerical finding of the module of conductivity, factors of transformation rod пьезотрансформатора is offered and realized. Good qualitative coincidence of curves of calculation and experiment of the module of conductivity and such scheme is shown is offered as a finding of parameters пьезокерамики. As resonant frequency in two exceeding the first has been found out at пьезокерамики, with partially put electrode on a surface. Qualitative coincidence of curve factors of transformation has been received. The assumption of dependence of parameters пьезокерамики from frequency is put forward.
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